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Abstract

 Bishop Elias Dempsey Smith, founder of Triumph the Church and
Kingdom of God in Christ, asked: What are we to make of the potential of
the physical body achieving eternal life? Esoteric Christianity interprets
Biblical-Genesis, chapters 1-2, to mean involution of Spirit corresponds
to evolution of Form, in other words, Involution of Spirit in Form, which
Spirit built for its own expression runs parallel with evolution of Form in
Matter. This implies there a sharp difference between physical Form and
the Life that built that Form. Modern cosmologists add, evolution of
Matter corresponds to evolution of Consciousness. An esoteric
interpretation of Genesis chapter 5 deals with Consciousness. The
kernel of esoteric teaching is this: Only that which can mold new Forms
for expression of expanding Consciousness, and only Life that can
outgrow the potential for improving the forms it built, can evolve with the
first users of a life wave. Therefore, progress is not simply unfoldment of
involution and evolution; a triad is needed: Involution, Evolution, and Epi-
Genesis, the means for devising improvements in Form, and creating
new Form. To regard Evolution as only the unfoldment of improvements
on latencies in previously existing forms excludes Epi-Genesis because
evolution allows no possibility for the building of any new Forms, there
would be no scope for originality. It is the arc of Epi-Genesis, in which
the Soul guides the Evolution of Form that bends toward immortality and
incorruption of the human body. An answer to E. D. Smith’s question is
this profound idea: fit mortal human Forms are (NOW) evolving into
Immortal Human Forms through parallel Epi-genetic evolutions of Body,
Soul, and Sprit. 
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